SMART COLLOIDAL SILVER
NATURAL ANTIMICROBIAL

Real Colloidal Silver

16 fluid ounce bottle

Highest Concentration of Silver Nanoparticles available,
Suspended only by Electrical Repulsion in
Very Pure Steam Distilled Water.
No protein or other contaminants added which reduce effectiveness.

Yellow to greenish yellow color indicates
smallest, Most Effective Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles Persist to keep killing microbes, unlike clear ionic silver

To Kill Microbes, they must make direct contact with silver.
Requires surfaces to be wetted or soaked if porous.

All-plastic spray top available
Won’t diminish silver’s effectiveness.

Storage Recommendation:
Store in climate-controlled living space, on a high wooden shelf,
away from electrical items.
Smaller Nanoparticles absorb lower wavelength light
Source: "Silver Nanoparticles: Properties and Applications" by Steven J. Oldenburg, Ph.D., President - nanoComposix, Inc. A manufacturer of lab grade silver nanoparticles.

Resulting in yellow to greenish yellow color